BICC Steering Committee Meeting

8/9/10

Attendees: Sara Bible (SB), Tom Black (TB), Vijay Gandra (VG), Rana Glasgal (RG), Linda Farris (LF), Andrew Harker (ALH), Dilip Kondiparti (DK), Samir Pandey (SP)

The meeting began with a demo of the current research data dashboard by SP of DM&R.

SB said she is finding the average proposed amount useful! Keep it! (Data group was going to discard it)

ALH – Hit rate combined on prop/awd screen would be a useful metric

SB/ALH - Need OBDC for next phase (actual research expenditures). It would be nice to compare OBDC with MTDC. Also, for actuals need FYTD comparisons.

The group likes Marilou’s projection by month- it’s helpful. Would like to see that in a dashboard.

The group also likes what the data group is beginning to discuss with award data

Portal Issue- yet another portal (OBI)! Though it was mentioned that R&DE is using OBIEE for their new data warehousing effort.

Discussion of new data area for next dashboard: HR, Faculty (though these folks are busy with FAAS replacement so we may not want to bother them for now). For HR, we could move the RM1 reports into OBIEE. LF mentioned that the ad hoc report in RM1 is useful. The group is leaning toward HR for the next data/dashboard area. It would dovetail with an effort underway by Mario Acquesta.